Don’t Miss the 2nd Annual NCRC EXPO!

Would you like to register your laptop with UMDPSS, learn more about the NCRC Cores, or receive a chair massage from UMHS Massage Therapy?

Join us for the 2nd Annual NCRC Expo! An opportunity for the NCRC community to collaborate and learn more about the NCRC service providers.

**Wednesday, November 5th**
**11am - 1pm**
**NCRC, Building 18**

In addition to NCRC occupants, all U-M faculty, staff and students are welcome to attend.

There will be prizes, popcorn, chair massages, giveaways, Flavors samplers, a TCF Bank Cash Grab and much more!

[NCRC EXPO 2013 Photos](#)
Facilities

- NCRC Site-Wide: Guest Wireless Down
- Building 10: Corridor Construction
- Building 18: Fire Alarm Test
- Building 14: Renovation Project - Corridor Closure
- Building 36: Shower & Eyewash Shutdown
- Building 520: Bridge Renovations
- Building 520: Fire Alarm Test

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 11/5 - NCRC EXPO 2014
- 11/5 - CBSSM Seminar: Stephanie Kukora, M.D.
- 11/5 - UMMS Research Town Hall 2014
- 11/5 - NCRC EXPO Seminar Series
- 11/6 - MHealthy Move, Lose & Maintain at NCRC!
Announcements

- New Notary Service offered at NCRC!
- U-M is the FIRST medical school in the country to receive a clone
- Announcing CBSSM Post-doctoral Fellowship Program 2015-2016
- Need assistance with a weight or cardio machine in the NCRC Wellness Center? Have questions about an MHealthy program, such as personal training or Active U? Look no further! MHealthy Physical Activity Specialists will be on site most Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11:00AM - 1:00PM to help answer any exercise related questions or general MHealthy questions.
- Sign-up for your NCRC Wellness Center Membership!
- Tech Tip: Stop by the MSIS table at the NCRC Expo on November 5 to learn about IT services and resources available to NCRC researchers and staff, and how to request them.

Reminders

- New chair massage dates and extended times for 2015!
- Computer Showcase Extended Hours
- BioArtography: Selection 2014
- Mark Newport: My Heroes
- NCRC Conference Room Etiquette: Please remember your co-workers will appreciate your cleaning up and returning the furniture to its original configuration after utilizing a conference room.